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Abstract 
The problem of two-dimensional magnetic field during the calculation in electromechanical systems comprising a ferromagnetic body with 
nonlinear magnetic characteristics is described. New geometric patterns in the form of block finite and infinite elements of arbitrary shape are 
proposed to be used in the simulation of magnetic field in a piecewise homogeneous medium electromechanical systems, in which an error can be 
controlled to perform the linearization of the material characteristics of ferromagnets. Two scalar potentials are used to find the field. Potentials 
form a complex magnetic potential, which is defined on the boundaries of block elements. Cauchy's integral formula is used for the purpose. The 
system of algebraic equations for the nodal values of the potentials on the boundaries is solved using the software developed by minimizing the 
functional errors. The results of the simulation of the magnetic field of the induction motor with a complicated geometry of magnetic systems are 
shown. The proposed method allows simplifying and improving the accuracy of calculation of the magnetic field in the design of 
electromechanical systems containing moving ferromagnetic elements. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Peer-review under responsibility of the organizing committee of the International Conference on Industrial Engineering (ICIE-
2015). 
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1. Introduction 
The calculating problem of the magnetic field in a non-linear ferromagnetic environment occurs at the design 
stage of electromechanical system development. It connected with a mathematical model which have the aim to 
select design parameters, providing required technical and economic indicators [1]. The main issue here is that the 
systems contains movable elements. The movement leads to dynamic changes in the geometry of the computational 
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area as well as the spatial distribution of the field in the ferromagnetic domains and modes of local magnetization 
reversal. The usage of the finite element method for magnetic field calculation requires to specify initial data for the 
triangulation of a calculation with each change of design parameters, but also with every position change the of the 
magnetic systems [2]. Such a process considered to be extremely time consuming. It motivates us to develop new 
methods for the calculation of a physical field in a technical system with dynamically changing geometry and 
modify existing ones [3]. The article is dedicated to the solution of this problem. 
2. Formulation of the calculating problem 
Let calculation of the magnetic field in the plane xOy  must be done in a piecewise-homogeneous bounded or 
unbounded area : , which contains ferromagnetic bodies k:  boundaries k* , as well as an area 0:  not filled with a 
steel (Fig. 1). Let the contour 0*  be its outer boundary when an area 0:  is limited. The properties of a material in 
an area 0:  bounded by contour i*  are defined by the equation    BBvBFH   . 
We suppose that the calculation of the field is performed with an iterative algorithm based on time layers 
,,, 210 tttt  , and the field distribution is known at the primary level 0t :    MBtMB 00,  . 
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Fig. 1. Ferromagnetic bodies in an external magnetic field. 
 
The field is described by the system of following equations at each fixed layer ktt   in the area 
r
i
i
0 
: : : 
       0 Bdiv  in 0:: ;  BFHHrot   ;0  in : ; HBJHrot 0; P   in 0 : . (1) 
The following conditions are met at the separating boundary 
r
i
i
1 
* *   
 
       **  nn BB ; *W*W  HH . (2) 
 
Let us assume a distribution of induction and (or) intensity vectors are defined on the outer boundary 
02010 ** *  if the area 0:  is limited: 
 
         tMB Mn ,01 M * ;  tMH M ,02 \ *W , (3) 
The field  tMB , ,  tMH , , :M  is supposed to be determined at the previous layer ktt  . So it needs to be 
calculated at the next layer tttt kk '  1 , where t'  is a sufficiently small value. Vector fields  ktMB , , 
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ktMH , ,  1, ktMB ,  1, ktMH  are the solutions of the equations (1) and (2). Increment vectors 
     kk tMBtMBMBB ,, 1  ' '   and      kk tMHtMHMHH ,, 1  ' '   are small while so is t' . They 
satisfy the following system of equations: 
 
       JH ' 'rot ; 0div  'B ; HB 'P ' 0  in 0: ; (4) 
 
       0rot  'H ; 0div  'B ; BH 'Q ' ˆ  in k: , rk ,1 , (5) 
 
where Qˆ  is determined as a result function  BFH   linearization     kk tMJtMJJ ,, 1  '  . 
3. Numerical problem solution 
A solution of the system (4) is sought in the the form 
 
       JBBB '' ' 0 ; JHHH '' ' 0 . (6) 
 
In the equation (6): JB' , JH'  – increment fields generated by currents which are distributed in the area : with 
predetermined density in the absence of ferromagnetic bodies  tMJJ ,  – considers the influence of the 
ferromagnetic bodies k: . 
Vectors JB' , JH'  satisfy the equation (6). Therefore, we have following in the field 0: : 
 
       00  'Hrot ; 00  'Bdiv ; HB 'P ' 00 . (7) 
 
Vectors 0B' , 0H'  and B' , H'  can be set using two potentials 
  yxu k , ,   yxv k , , 1,0 k  as it follows 
from (6) and (7): 
 
        00 graduH  ' ; 
 > @zevB 00 rot '  in 0: ; (8) 
 
        1graduH  ' ;  > @zevB 1rot '  in : . (9) 
 
The area k: , rk ,1  can be split into ɪ simply connected small sets (block elements) with any geometric shape 
and boundaries kJ . It can be selected so that magnetic induction  tMB ,  and intensity  tMH ,  vary within the 
limits of allowable at points Ɇ that belong to the sets qs , pq ,1 . Then value Qˆ  is assumed to be constant with an 
error, which can be estimated through accuracy linearization function  BFH  , in the area qs . We define it by the 
average value of the induction qB  in the area qs  considering that  qq BQ Q Q . 
Taking into account (9) we obtain: 
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Functions   yxu ,1 ,   yxv ,ˆ 1Q  satisfy the Cauchy-Riemann equations in each element of the partition as it 
follows from (10). Potentials   yxu ,0 ;   yxv ,00Q ; 00 1 P Q  have similar property in the area 0:  as it can be 
seen from (8). Therefore, these potentials can be regarded as the real and imaginary parts of the complex potentials 
        zvvzuz kkk ˆ Z , ;1,0 k  yixz   in 0: . The functions   z0Z  ɢ   z1Z  are analytic, respectively in the 
areas 0:  and qS . So they are expressed in terms of their values on the boundary with Cauchy's integral formula [4]: 
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where 0l  is the boundary of the area 0: : 
r
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* ; 1 E , 00  j  if the area 0:  is bounded and 1 E , 10  j  
otherwise. 
 
Similarly, we obtain for the area qs  with boundary ql : 
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Let us introduce the node system ^ ` mn
jjm
z
1 
 on each circuit ml , pm ,0 , where mn  – the number of nodes on the 
boundary ml  and the approximate boundaries with broken lines ml
~
. Segments of these lines are connected with 
selected nodes. Complex potentials   zkZ , 1;0 k  can be approximated with piecewise linear functions at the 
boundary "  
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where  k jmZ  – the value of the function 
  zkZ at the node jnz ;  ze jm  – function that varies linearly on the 
segments adjoining to the node jmz , and is equal to zero outside of these segments and satisfying   1 jmjm ze . 
 
Let us substitute functions (13) in the equations (12). So we obtain a representation of the potentials   zkZ  in 
the areas  00  : k  and  1 kSq  through the nodal values  k jmZ  on the boundaries. Let the inner point z tends the 
node jmz . We obtain the following system of equations for nodal potential values by calculating the limit: 
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       mnfrmk ,1;,0;1,0    , 
 
where the terms that appropriate fj   and 1 fj  are not taken into account, and 11 mnm zz m    by definition. 
 
We get in view of the of (6) that the condition of field continuity (2) are satisfied if the following equations are 
valid on the ferromagnetic bodies boundaries k* : 
 
          
kkk
uuu J ***  
10 ;    
kkk
vvv J ***  
10 ; ,,1 rk   (15) 
 
where: Jv  – the module of the vector potential field: > @zJJ evrotB  ;   ³ W 
jkL
JjkJ ldHzu . 
 
Conditions (3) can be written in finite difference form for the nodes that lie on a boundary 0* . 
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The number of the equations exceeds the number of variables in the system. Special software is developed for 
this purpose. The linearization of the material equation has to be done at the next layer tttt kk '   12 , when 
solution for the previous layer is known and average values of induction qB  are set in the each area qS , pq ,1 . 
The average value of induction  yxB ,  on the boundary kJ  of element qs  is taken as qB . 
4. The example of the method of block elements application 
The described method was used to calculate the magnetic field of electric traction motor (Fig. 2). The calculation 
was performed in the idle mode when the current in the rotor winding can be considered as zero. The field 
distribution was based on the nonlinear characteristics of the magnetic system of the rotor and stator at the time 
when the current in the phase winding C is maximal ( AiC 712 ), and the currents of the phases A and B are equal: 
Aii BA 356  . Following conditions were set on the boundary of the computational area (Fig. 2) 
 
       0   BCnCDnABn BBB ; 0 W ADH . 
 
The results of the calculations is shown on Fig. 3. It shows the lines of the field induction for the moment when 
the distribution of the currents in the windings are AiC 712 ; Aii BA 356  . 
The calculation of the magnetic field of the engine was performed by finite element method with the number of 
elements of equal to 9545 for comparison. The results of the two methods of calculation coincided with an accuracy 
of 2%. 
 
 
      
 
Fig. 2. Geometry of the computational area  
and its partition into block elements. 
Fig. 3. Lines of magnetic field induction  
in the pole pitch of motor. 
 
5. Conclusion 
This method of block elements is particularly effective when multiple calculations of the magnetic field of 
electromechanical systems have to be performed at the stage of their design. The block elements, covering an area 
filled with ferromagnetic bodies, retain their configuration. The movement is taken into account by simply changing 
the coordinates of the nodes lying on the boundaries of the block elements in a vacuum. 
The application of two potentials simplifies the solution and increases the accuracy of finding the integral 
characteristics of electromechanical systems: magnetic fluxes, inductances, forces. The latter is achieved due to the 
fact that these characteristics are the result of a differentiation potential in the direction tangent to the boundaries of 
the ferromagnetic bodies. 
The described method can be developed in the three-dimensional case if canonical shapes (ball, a box, etc.) is 
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used the block elements. These shapes has to have an analytic representation of the solution for a given change in 
the potential on the boundary. The solution of the problem is reduced to solving the system of equations in this case. 
It follows from the boundary conditions, written in an approximate or weak forms. 
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